
World Bee Day is 20th May and aids to raise awareness for these special little pollinators. Bees are a

keystone species which provide essential pollination services. Did you know that two thirds of

Australian agriculture benefits from bees? That's right! Bees pollinate most of the crops we eat and

many that animals also eat. 

Bees are under threat from habitat destruction, intensive farming practices, pests, diseases and

pesticide usage. These threats combined with climate change, have seen global bee populations decline. 

Hope is not lost! You can help preserve local bee populations by limiting pesticide use around the home

and workplace or by starting your own bee hive! 
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As part of the involvement of Central Coast Industry Connect (CCIC) with NewH2, the

newly named Hunter Hydrogen Technology Cluster, CCIC engaged with Star Scientific to

look at the opportunity of their HERO® technology being applied to the local Industry.

Star Scientific wanted to explore what opportunities existed for their technology within

the industrial process area and particularly in the food industry. They approached CCIC

to “connect” to the major food processors and manufacturers in the region via their food

cluster, Central Coast Food Alliance, as they wanted to work locally to initiate, and pilot,

their technology in this sector. 

As a result, earlier this month, a group of representatives from the local food industry,

made up of CEOs, engineers, sustainability managers and project engineers, along with a 

representative from the Newcastle Institute of Energy and Resources (NIER) and Food Innovation Australia Ltd (FIAL), attended a

demonstration of HERO®, and a presentation on the technology. The group actively engaged in discussion on how the technology could be

applied. The visit generated a lot of interest and the participants went away charged with the task to identify the top two or three heat

sources in their processes and then to pass these on to CCIC who will work with Star Scientific to identify a common source of heat

amongst the businesses. This would then be used to develop a road map for piloting the technology to be presented back to the group by

early June. Ultimately it is hoped that some of these businesses will commit to a pilot which would then be put up to the state and federal

governments for funding through their current and future grant programs.

Photo and article credit: Frank Sammut, CCIC. 

HYDROGEN: FOODS NEW ENERGY

A local early childhood centre, Glenning Valley Childcare Centre, are participating in World Bee Day by spreading education to the children,

preparing for the WAGGLE dance, and hosting a Bee dress up day! They are also converting one of their carpark gardens into a bee café and

have asked some local beekeepers to come chat to the children! How amazing to see one of our local businesses getting involved and helping

to educate the next generation. Are you doing anything for World Bee Day? Drop us an email and let us know!

https://www.worldbeeday.org/en/
https://centralcoastindustryconnect.com.au/
https://starscientific.com.au/
https://centralcoastfoodalliance.com.au/


Earlier this month, the Hunter Manufacturing Awards (HMA) launched the 2021 awards

program at Grifco in West Gosford. The event saw over 50 people attend who were all keen

to hear about why Grifco had won the Excellence in Sustainable Operations award for 2020. 

Grifco are an engineering company who have lead the space for commercial automatic doors

for the last 50 years throughout Australasia. The company committed to sustainability three

years ago when they worked with Lighthouse Futures, a sustainability consulting firm, to

develop a five year sustainability road map. Their roadmap enhances employee motivation,

engagement and involvement in sustainability, and features a strategy and long-term

roadmap, plus a policy and instructions that all six sites around Australia can easily follow.

It was the implementation of this roadmap that lead to changes and reductions in energy

use, water use and wastage, with the company utilising recyclable packaging and reusable

packing straps instead of plastic wrap. The adoption of a 'Zero Harm' approach has seen

over 31,600kg of CO2 saved from entering the atmosphere, that's the equivalent of over 900

trees planted!

Submissions are open for this years awards and we would love to see some of our members

become award winners! Registrations are open until 13th August and there are 13 categories

you can enter for. Head to the HMA website for more information and if you would like to

put a submission together, get in touch! We would love to hear about it!

Bib'n Brace have recently started offering woodworking classes in order to enhance the

sustainability of their business and factory space. The materials used for these classes

are small pieces of resource that aren't able to be utilised in larger projects. 

These classes are offered to people who have an interest in this area, with a view to take

people from hobbyist through to professional while aiming to facilitate the use of the

factory outside normal operating hours. 

If it sounds like something you would be interested in, get in contact with Bib'n Brace via

their website to express your interest! 

HUNTER MANUFACTORING AWARDS
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University of Newcastle's Integrated Innovation Network (I2N) have announced a new

event coming up in June! Startup Stories by Dave Sivyer will be hosted at the I2N Hub

in Newcastle on 2nd June with online attendance also available! Dave Sivyer, founder

of Feedback Organic, will talk about  the experiences of an entrepreneur and business

owner! Everything from the highs and wins, to the lows and mistakes! Hear the full

inside story of how Dave is combating food waste in the Newcastle and Hunter

regions. Register to attend in person or via zoom at the Eventbrite website. 

INTEGRATED INNOVATION NETWORK

WOODWORKING CLASSES

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY PAGE
How would you like to have your sustainable business featured on Sirron Holdings brand new

community page? Tracey, executive director of Sirron Holdings Group, has been working on

this project for a while and now we need your help! We are looking for business stories,

specifically sustainable stories in the categories of People, Environmental, Social and

Economics! 

An email the details was sent out to our mailing list earlier this month, which laid out the

framework for the website page. If you would like to add your story, or another business story,

get in contact with Lesliey or Tracey to have your business featured! Contact Tracey on 0432

795 681 or taf@sirronholdings.com.au

Do you have a story for our newsletter? Contact Lesliey to get it featured!! Simply reply to this email or call 0404 779 924

https://www.hma.org.au/
https://www.grifco.com.au/
https://lighthousefutures.com.au/
https://www.hma.org.au/apply-now/
https://www.bibnbrace.com.au/
https://www.bibnbrace.com.au/#classes
https://feedbackorganic.com.au/
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/startup-stories-david-sivyer-feedback-organic-tickets-153736721673?aff=ebdssbdestsearch
https://www.sirronholdings.com.au/

